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Abstract 

?he forces and moments on a three-dmenamml bluff body with ;I square cross-iection and length-to-wdth rstlo 
ol four 1s presented In thli paper The mfluence o r  the ground clearance between the body and the ground 
plane on the forces and moments IS brought our at vanous angler of yaw The results show that both yap and 
)a*. considerably changc the aurodynamic torccs and momenls but thc extent o f  t h e r  mfluence on the warmus 
t a m s  and moments IS not the same Flow wsualmtion results am presented whxh offer a tentatwe erplanatlon 
to the observed featurcs 
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1. Introduction 

A road vehicle is typically a three-dimensional bluff body with finite height-to-width and 
length-to-width ratios. In addition, there is the presence cf a road surface and the flow 
field can be expected to be considerably influenced by the ground clearance between the 
vehicle and the road. Basic studies on three-dimensional bluff bodies which have 
dimensions comparable to those of the road vehicles are essential and fundamental to 
generating aerodynamically efficient road vehicles. With this as the motivation, 
Nakaguchi' has investigated forces on three-dimensional bluff bodies with square 
cross-section and various length-to-width ratios varying from 0 to 4.2. But he did not 
utilise any ground plate to simulate the road surface and as such one can expect the 
results to have their own limitations. The stagnation point (or line) on  the front face of  
the body would occur at  the centre of the face when there is no ground plate. With the 
ground surface, the location of the front face stagnation point (or line) would vary 
depending on  the extent of ground clearance2. Also the flow is inhibited and restricted to  
flow in the gap between the body and the ground surface. This can give rise to completely 
different force field on  the body than when the surface is absent. Further the influence of  
the wind direction (particularly in yaw) on the resulting forces on  the body may be 
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A bluff body with a square cross-seclion (si~nilnr to that chosen hy Nakaguclii) withs 
ien8th-to-width ratio of 4 having sharp edges is utilised [or the purpose. The  dimensionr 
chosen represent a simplified model of a hus body. The road surface is sin~ulated hv a 
surface plate and the ground c!earance between the body and the surface plate is varied 
systematically. At each value of ground clearance the forces and moments on the body 
are measured and presented at %everal angles of y a ~ .  Some flow visualisation 
experiments iravc alw bccn carried out (to obtain a qualitative picture of the tlow) which 
explain the observed features to LI limited extent. 

5. Experimental arrangement 

AIi the measurements were carried out usins the open jet return-circuit wind tunnel 
(Gottiilgen type) of the Fluid Mechanics Laboratory. The tunnel has a test section 1-5 m 
in diarnerer and 2.5 m long. It is provided with a six-component wire balance 
ikemi-automatic etcctro-mechanical balance-Dingier make) by which all the forces 
and moments on  the model are obtained. The  model was made out of fine leak wood, 
150 x 150 mm in cross-section and hOO mm long and was finished to  have a smooth 
surhce and sharp edges. It was fixed to a wooden surface plate (2.3 X 1.8 m) which in 
turn ui:s held by the wires from the halance. A part of the plate (1.5 rn in diameter) 
ciuid he rotated to any angle required. 'The arrangement is schematically shown in fig.la. 
'The gap between thc mode! and the aurface plate was varied by fixing the model to the 
plaw using fixiures of required heights (fig-lb). Care was taken to see that the fixtures 
used \\ere flush with the mode! surface and offered minimum obstruction to the tlow. 

E~yxrimenzs were carried out for the following values of the gap ratio GIII: 0, 0.05, 
E i . ! .  ( i .15. 0 . 5  and 1. At each value of GI51 forces and moments were measured over a 
range of yaw angle Q varying from -10 to 40'. All the results presented correspond to 
:hi. bod)' axes system (fig.1~). The forces and moments were obtained with the model 
fixed to the surface plate and without the model; the difference between the two readings 
was used to  obtain the results presented. 

411 the measurements were rarried out at a tunrlei velocity of 20 n11s which gives a 
Reynolds number (USBIB) of 2 X  los (B is the width of the model). As the model was 
made with sharp edges the results in general can be expected to be independent of the 
Reynolds number. The  velocity profile on  the surface plate just in front of the model was 
measured (without the model in position) and the displacement thickness was found to 
be 5 mm. But no correction has been applied for this and therc might b e  some influence 
of this on the results presented, particularly at smaller gap ratios. The  turbulence level 
in the tullnel is 1%. N O  blockage correction is applied as the test section is of open type 
and the blockage was only about 1.5%. 
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a1 Wind tunnel test section. 

I 600 --------4 

ICountersunk screws 
used for ail fixtures) 

Fixtures 
hi Modei details. 

C) Body axes system. 

F~c;. i .  Schematic view of the experimental set-up (ali dimenrlons are in mm). 
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3. Results and discussion 

The variation of the six forces and moments with the gap ratio GIH at different values of 
the yaw angle t), are shown in figs 2 to 7. Referring to fig. 2, it is seen that the value of cI, 
varies mildly with G/H at $ = 0. But at other values of $, CD varies considerably with 
GIH particularly in the region 0 < GIH < 0.25. Further, at lower values of t), (10 and 
20") Cn is seen to reach a peak value around GIH = 0.25 and then gradually decrease, 
whereas it is the reverse at t), = 30 and 40" - a minimum of CD occurs at GIH = 0.2 
and then it increases with GIH. The yaw angles in practice are usually less than 20"nd it 
is significant to note that large CD values are obtained in this range of angles at typically 
employed G!H ratios (= 0-2). The result due to Muto and Ueno3 for GIH = 0.4 and 
@ = 0 is also shown in the figure. As can be seen there is very good agreement. (The 
results of Muto and Ueno are for several values of LIB at G!H = 0.4 and I) = 0. Hence 
only one point is available for LIB = 4). The observed features could be expected to be 
due to changes in the wake characteristics with variation of $ and GIH values. Some 
flow visualisation studies were carried out to obtain a qualitative picture of the flow 
which wouid lead to a better understanding of the observed features. These are 
presented and dicussed at a later stage. 

The absolute magn!tude of the lift coefficient CL (fig. 3) at any angle + in general 
increases. as the body approaches the surface. This is obviously due to the increased flow 
velocities with narrowing gap. Also the overall magnitudes of C, become larger at high 
angles of yaw showing that the fluid displacement under the body takes place at 
comparatively higher velocities (These points are further discussed with reference to the 
flow visualisation studies). It is desirable to have pressure measurements on the bottom 
surfacz of the hody to obtain a clearer plcture of the flow under the body. 

The side force coefficient (fig. 4) is seen to increase with $. The extent of the separated 
flow region behind the hody increases with the yaw angles and correspondingly the side 
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F~G. 2. Variation oi CD with gap *tio. Fro. 3. Variation of C, with gap ratio 
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Ro. 4. Vanation of C, with gap ratio. FIG. 5. Variation of C p ~  with gap ratio 

force increasts. The flow visualisation pictures (fig. 15) presented and discussed later in 
fact show such an increase. 

The variation of the moment coefficients CpM, CYM and CRnn is shown in figs 5 to 7. 
At ail angles of yaw the pitching moment is found to be large for GIH S 0.1 (fig. 5) 
which later decreases. The overall magnitudes are higher for larger values of yaw. The 
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 he yaw moment CY,, (fig. 6 )  is not very a-nsitive t o  the PIP ratio < i : f i .  But it, 
magnitude considerably changes with &. Of particular interust ma) I x  t hc  ielativcl! I,ilrr 
increase in yaw moment when 9 changes from 10 to ?(Ir. 

Figure 7 shows the variation of thc roiling nlOlllCIlt C'KIf. A5 the gap  i l l c1~3w tllC 
relative intluence of (1 decreases and around GIH = 0.S. C R W  = 0. T h e  ~ l ~ l l i t i a  illallml 
becomes critical when the body is quite clo\c t o  the grimnd (G!tl S 0. I ) c! cn ;it stn;illci 
values of lir. 

The  influence of the yaw angle $I at different fixed values of C;/H o n  the forces and 
moments is brought out  in figs 8 t o  13. When  the hody is a t  sufficiently large distance 
from the ground (G:ti = 1 ,  fig. 8) the value of C,, increak's irlnio\t l~ne;~rl!  wth Q. ,\< 
the bad! approaches thc surii~cc. the drag cotfl'icicnt illc?e;~'.c\ inili;ill! \\llh i!, iind lI1r.11 

V Muto and Ueno3 
IGIH : 0.4) 

---Nakaguchll 
[without ground plate 

GIH 
a -: 
N T 
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decreases. A peak value is seen to occur around + = 20". The results of Nakaguchil 
(without ground plate) and that of Muto and Uenn" are also shown in fig. 8. Nakaguchi's 
valrjes are slightly higher than the present results for GIH = 1. As mentioned earlier, the 

variations in fig. 8 are mostly due to changes in the wake and also due to 
changes in the pressure disiribution on the surface of the body. The magnitude of CL 
increases continuously with $ at each value of GIW (fig. 9).  the increase becoming 
pronounced as the body approaches the ground plane particularly beyond $ = 20". AS 

the yaw angle increases the acceleration of the flow under the body appears to increase. 
The side force coefficient CS increases linearly with 9 at all GIH values. The results of 
~akaguchi' shown in the figure also show a similar trend. The variation is seen to be 
nearly independent of GIH except when the body is much further away from the ground 
plane. The linear increase is obviously due to increase in the size of the separated region 
as the body is yawed more and more (revealed by the flow visualisation results). 

The pitching moment (fig. 11) is seen to vary very little for value of @ up to 20". 
Beyond this angle, it increases - the rate of increase being greater when the body is 
closer to the ground plane. Further the magnitude of C,, changes considerably for a 
change in GIH from 1 to 0.25. For lower values of GIH there is very little change. 

This latter trend is observed in the case of rolling moment also (fig. 12). But in this 

V Nokaguchi 
(Without ground 

plate) 

1 
F1c. 10. Variation of cs with yaw angle. FIG. 1 1 .  Variation of C,, with yaw angle 
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case there is considerable variation in CRM values even for 6 < 20'; it is nearly linear up 
to $ = 30" at all G/H values (except for GIH = I), but with different slopes, 

The yaw moment increases steeply with $at all GIH values as shown in fig. 13. But for 
$ > 3O0, the rate of increase decreases and when the body is quite close to the ground 
plane there is in fact a slight decrease. 

The observed features in the variation of forces and moments can be attributed to 
basically three factors - 1) the variations in the pressure distribution on the body; 
2) the changes in the structure of the wake; and 3) the displacement velocities under the 
body as GIH and +vary. The structure of the wake and under body flow are strongly 
dependent on each other. The accelerations under the body would be quite high as it 
approaches closer to the ground plane; further there could be local separation under the 
body which also would influence the resultant forces and moments on the body. 

In order to obtain a better understanding of the observed variations in the various 
forces on the bluff body and also to support the three points listed earlier (to which the 
observed features are attributed), some flow visualisation studies were carried out in the 
Flow Visualisation Facility at the Fluid Mechanics Laboratory. The fluid used is water 
and fine aluminium powder is used as tracer particles. Experiments were conducted 
at a Reynolds number ..- lo4. One set of experiements were carried out varying the GIH 
value from 0 to 1 between the body and the plate used for simulating the ground plane 
(fig. 13). In the second set, the flow patterns were obtained at + = 0 to 40" (fig. 15). It 
has to be mentioned here that the flow visualisation results presented are for 
two-dimensional case whereas the force field obtained is for three-dimensional case. 
Nevertheless the results shown in figs 14 and 15 do give a tentative explanation for the 
trends in the force field presented earlier as the following discussion reveals. 
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a)  G I H  -0 

d) GIH = 0-25 

el G I H  = 0-50 

gl Without ground 
plate (i = 0") 

FIG. 14. Typical flow patterns at different GIH rdtlus. 
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Figure 14 ((a) to (f)) shows the flow palterns when the ground clearance (GIH) is varied 
+rolll to 1.0; fig. 14 (g) is :or the case without ground plate. The  position of stagnation 
point on the front face is seen to vary with GIH;  it occurs between 0.6 and 0.7 tlnles the 
height at G / H  = i) and moves down as G I H  increases up to 0.10 (figs I4 a to c). It  

to move up with further increase in GIFI. Thc separation zone that occurs in 
front of the body at  lower gap ratios (up to G I H  = 0.25) disappears at higher Gltf 
values A jet like flow occurs hchind the hody due to the ground clearance and its 
interaction with thc wakc can bc clearly seen i1-i fig. 14 (h) to (e). The size (along the 
flow) and thc structure of the wake ere cons:derably altered with the gap at  lhe bottom 
su t  the width of the wake does not alter much and the back pressure might be nearly the 
same in all the cases. This could be the reason for the mild variation in Cn observed with 
G/ t I  at d = 0 seen in Tig. 2.  

At other values of $, the width of the wake also changes as shown In f ~ g .  15. In fig. 8 
(which shows the variation of Cr, with glr) it is seen that at  most of the GIH values CD 
init~ally increases with d ~ .  reaches a peak value around $ = 20" and then decreases. Thc  
correspondence between such a vrtriation and the flow patterns shown at fig. 14(g) 
(+=On) and fig. 15(a) to  (d)-I) = 10 to 40" can be clearly seen. The  wake width 
increases considerably up to  IL = 20" beyond dhich it slightly reduces. Further thc nature 
of flow a t  the front face is also altered One  can expect these changcs to affect the 
pressure drstribution around thc hody which results in thc type of C, variations shown in 
fig. 8. I t  is also interesting to see that the basc flow becomes highly periodic at  higher 
~a lues  ot (li and there is a strong current ot revel-se flow alm,o.the body surface at these 
angles (fig. 1% and d) Ac mentioned earlier the flow patterns shown arc for 
two-dimens~onal case and iu the case of a three-dimensional body there w~l l  be flow from 
other sides also and the flow field can be expected to be much more complex. But the 
two-dimensional prcturec do give an idea of the cliairges in the wake that can be expected 
with variation in $. 

The gap flows that occur bctween the body and the ground plate seen in fig. 14 fol 
various values o l  GIH are indicative of the reasons for increase in the absolute values 
of C I  as the body approaces the ground plane (fig. 3). 'l'he results at fig. 14 could be 
taken as for 4 = O". At other values of i, a larger frontal area is exposed to the flow (fix. 
15) and the flow o n  the top surface of the three-dimensional bluft body will be very much 
influeuced by the separation that occurs at the top front edge. This and the gap flow at  
the underside can be expected to influence the CL variations. 

The reasons for the increase in the side force coeff~cient CS with 10 seen in f i g .  10 
become obvious with the flow patterns shown in fig. 15. The  flow pattern shown at fig. 
ll.(g) indicates a zero s ~ d e  force and as $increases flow field is altered very much leading to  
an increase in Cs. It is pointed out again that there will be additional flow interactions for 
a three-dimensional bluff hody but the pictures at fig. 15 quite'clearly indicate the extent 
of rhe changes that can be expected with changes in the yaw angle. 

Pressure distribution on  the ground plane and on the under ~ u r f a c e  of the body would 
t h \ V  more light on  this aspect. Wake measurements are required to clarify further the 
observed trends in lorcea and moments. 
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4. Concluding remarks 

The rr5ults presented reveal the considerable influence of the gap ratio and the 
afig]e on the aerodynamic forces and moments on a thrce-dimensions! bluff body. The 
forces and moments have comparatively large magnitudes for GiH < 0.25 but their 
vsriation differs; some of them (CD, CL. C>M) show considerable variation within this 
gap ratio but others (CPM, CKM) show a steep variation beyond this pap ratio orover the 
entire range of gap ratios tested. 

A similar trend is observed when the influence of yaw a t  various GIH values is 
considered. Some of the quantities (C,. CpM) remain nearly constant for 0 < $ i 2P 
and increase with yaw angle beyond this. The drag cocfficicnt increases up to $ = 20" 
and then decreases whereas other quantities (Cs.  CRM, CYM) continually increase with $ 

The flow visualisation result? presented offer a tentative explanation for some of the 
observed fratures. 

Though a general observation can be made that the variations seen are due to changc 
in the pressure and flow field around the body, more experiments in these directions are 
required to conclusively obtain the reasons for the observed trends. 

Notations 

(All quantities listed refer to the body axes system as shown in fig. 1.) 

C D .  CL, CS. CPM, C K ~ ,  CYM : Coefficients of drag. lift, side-forcc, pitching moment. 
rolling moment, and yaw moment respectively. 

G : Gap between the body and thc surface plate 
I i  : Height of the body 
U, : Free stream velocity 
4 : Yaw angle 

! N,s,~i.r , i i iz.  H. Recent iapanesr research on threc-dimrrls,onal h h i l  body Rows relevant sl 
road-whcle aerodynamics. In Aerodymrttc dr<,g ,,f blur/ bodies and r o d  
whirks. i d s )  Ci. Sovran, T. Morcl and W.T. Mason, Plenum Pres. Nc* 
York, 197% 
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